Prayer
to realign with GOD’s
Time and Seasons
Declaration¹ of Confidence in GOD’s Protection

No weapon that is formed against us shall prosper and every tongue, which rises against us in judgment, we do condemn. This is our heritage as servants of the LORD, and our righteousness is from You, a LORD of Hosts. If there are those who have been speaking or praying against us, or seeking harm or evil to us, or who have rejected us, we forgive them and, having forgiven them, we bless them in the Name of the LORD.

**Matthew 5:43-45** "You have heard that it was said, You shall love your neighbour and hate your enemy; But I tell you, Love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you, To show that you are the children of your Father Who is in heaven; for He makes His sun rise on the wicked and on the good, and makes the rain fall upon the upright and the wrongdoers."

**Romans 12:14** "Bless those who persecute you; bless and do not curse them."

Now we declare, a LORD, that You and You alone are our GOD, and besides You there is no other - a just GOD and Saviour, the Father, the Son and the Spirit - and we worship You!

We submit ourselves afresh to You this day in unreserved obedience. Having submitted to You, Lord, we do as Your Word directs. We resist the devil - all his pressures, his attacks, and his deceptions, every instrument or agent he would seek to use against us. We do not submit! We resist him, drive him from us and exclude him from us in the Name of Y'shua. Specifically, we reject and repel infirmity, pain, infection, inflammation, malignancies, allergies, viruses and every form of witchcraft.

Finally, LORD, we thank You that through the sacrifice of Y'shua on the cross, we have passed out from under the curse and entered into the blessing of Abraham, whom You blessed in all things - exaltation, health, reproduction, prosperity, victory and GOD’s Favour.

**Galatians 3:13-14** "Christ purchased our freedom from the curse (doom) of the Law by becoming a curse for us, for it is written, Cursed is everyone who hangs on a tree (is crucified); To the end that through Christ Jesus, the blessing to Abraham might come upon the Gentiles, so that we through faith might receive the promise of the Spirit."

**AMEN**

¹ Written by Derek and Ruth Prince
Prayer to realign with GOD’s Times and Seasons

SPIRITUAL TIMING

**Ecclesiastes 8:5** “A wise man's heart discerns both time and judgments.”

We need to understand as the Body of Messiah, that GOD has a central principle from which every arena of our lives operates, whether individually or corporately.

**It’s called “time” ...**

Within the context of time, lives can move forward with GOD or be hindered; nations can advance spiritually or regress. It all depends upon our understanding and cooperation with the timings of GOD.

As soon as you are born again, the sensitivity to the timings of GOD should be activated in your life. Every moment from that point onward is meant to be lived according to the Will of the Father.

Earth time usually means "rush". Fast food, rush hour traffic, instant this, instant that. To the world, time is an enemy.

The only place that time becomes your friend is in the Spirit realm.

GOD introduced His timing to us in **Genesis 1:**

"In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth."

Everything that GOD did was based on timing - His perfect timing.

Man's timing began with the Fall in **Genesis Chapter 3.** Man lost his ability to hear and follow GOD without special endowment from Heaven. He no longer had the ability to operate in GOD's Timing by Himself.

Generation after generation produced only trial and trouble unless GOD intervened.

All through the Old Testament days, GOD gave direction to the people concerning Himself, through the prophets. They could still know Him and serve Him. Understanding spiritual times, even in those days, came to those committed to GOD.
One of the things that Y’shua / Jesus came and restored for us at Calvary was the ability to perceive and regain the correct timings of GOD. By receiving His redemption and walking in the Spirit, we can come back into GOD's Times.

By knowing GOD and His ways we can build the character within ourselves that will position us strategically in the proper season.

When you live in the Spirit, time is lovely. Time is a blessing!

To the Spirit filled man, time means stability and nurturing. Time matures and heals. It brings understanding and abilities. Time expands and deepens our insight. When we walk with time, we walk with patience.

GODLY timing produces courage, boldness, security and strength.

GOD's time is moving forward hour by hour, minute by minute. There are multitudes who seem to think they can live by any schedule they choose and that, in their own time, they can turn to GOD. But His time is the right time.

We need to understand the Timings and Seasons GOD ordains for our lives, ministries, cities and nations.

We need to understand and recognize the divine shifts in your life - moments when GOD changes the times and seasons.

**Isaiah 48:6** “You have heard, now you see this fulfillment. And will you not bear witness to it? I show you specified new things from this time forth, even hidden things which you have not known.”

**Isaiah 43:19** “Behold, I am doing a new thing! Now it springs forth; do you not perceive and know it and will you not give heed to it? I will even make a way in the wilderness and rivers in the desert.”

**Isaiah 42:9** “Behold, the former things have come to pass, and new things I now declare; before they spring forth I tell you of them.”
NEW TESTAMENT TRANSITION

**Ephesians 5:15-16** Look carefully then how you walk! Live purposefully and worthily and accurately, not as the unwise and witless, but as wise (sensible, intelligent people), **Making the very most of the time**, because the days are evil.

Redeeming the time means "rescue from loss":

GOD can recover and redeem the time through His grace and mercy. (Hurts, loss, trauma, sin in our past that still gives satan the right to keep us bound.)

**SEASONS**

In the beginning of creation GOD places the **lights** in the Heavens to be for **signs** and **seasons**, **days** and **years**. Before sin came, GOD **programmed** the seasons to speak of life - spring after winter.

Although GOD allows us to experience the other seasons, He said there will always be a Spring. The Word is a reflection / description / prescription for the seasons (as medicine). GOD's Word recognizes that there will be troubles, hard times, persecutions, etc. (Winter) BUT there is always a promise of Spring.

After the fall of Adam, the people started to worship the gods that ruled over the seasons. They were so dependent upon the seasons for their survival, (planting, sowing, reaping) that they worshipped these gods and performed many gross rituals to appease them. Baal, Asherah, Molech, Astarte, etc. Because of idol worship in families, they started to reap curses which were carried over from generation to generation (Iniquities).

**FATHER TIME**

He is the **imitator** of Father GOD. GOD has the power over life and death and so Father Time **imitates that control** over our lives and the lives of our children. He is known as the **Keeper of the Seasons**. He gains that right through sin and he exercises his domain over you through generations. (Keeps you locked up in the past because of sin, traumas, etc.)

When you die and you are not saved, the **harvester** - the **grim reaper**, with his sickle, comes to fetch you. So if GOD is not Lord of our inheritance (bloodline) then the Grim Reaper has legal rights to steal, kill and destroy. **John 10:10** You are robbed of the **abundant life**.
TIME

1. Chronos

**Chronos** is the general process of time or chronological time.

The space of time can be long or short and denotes the duration of time.

2. Kairos

It is a period possessing certain characteristics.

**Kairos** refers to the right time, the opportune or strategic time, the now time.

**Very important!** Do not separate these two concepts. Often, they are simply different phases of the same process.

Kairos, in many ways, is an extension or continuation of Chronos. As the processes of GOD's Plans unfold, chronos becomes Kairos.

Perhaps you're in a chronos time where you don't feel like anything exciting is happening. This season of your life may even be tedious - a time of plowing, standing, believing and persistent praying.

You must understand that all of that is part of a bigger picture.

The Chronos season, however frustrating, is not unimportant. If you press on, doing what is necessary in these general times, the process will shift into a Kairos season of Reaping.

*Galatians. 6:9* “And let us not lose heart and grow weary and faint in acting nobly and doing right, for in due time (KAIROS) and at the appointed season we shall reap, if we do not loosen and relax our courage and faint.

Life is a series of changes - a process of going from the old to the new - as well as from Chronos to Kairos.

**Time is Cyclical**

Every year when some or other high day comes along, it is not a BLANK piece of paper.

**HALLOWEEN, an UnGODLY example ...**
Every time it comes along, it has been lived many times before - it comes pre-loaded with a whole lot of "creepy crawlies" attached that TIME, based on what has happened on that day in previous years (history).

The FEASTS, a GODLY example ...

The Feasts, such as Passover, are also not blank pages. Passover is a day loaded with so many acts of worship by believers all over the world - it has a very different feel than Halloween.

Time ISN'T neutral!!

TIME isn't neutral - it has these spikes during the year. We need to be aware of these spikes, in terms of CLEANSING time, because of the CURSES and DEFILEMENT that rides on these days / times / seasons.

An example of the correlation between suicide and an attempted abortion

For example, a young mother has an unplanned pregnancy, and thinks about / plans aborting the child - she plans this for 23 May of that year. In the end, she decides to keep the child ... and he is born without any knowledge of the mother's thoughts of abortion.

However, thirty years later, that spirit of death takes the person out with suicide ... WHEN?! 23 May, thirty years later. The time was defiled and carried the curse of death that the mother had placed on it.

TIME Clocks Setup in the Spirit

Time clocks are ANNUAL problems - like SICKNESS, financial loss/problems, RELATIONAL difficulties, etc - that come OVER and OVER AGAIN in a person's life or family ...

Time clocks are PATTERNED:

(i) Either the DATE is constant / ANNUAL (i.e. 20 May every year, or your BIRTH DATE).
(ii) Or the PERIOD of time is CYCLICAL (i.e. every 3 months).
(iii) Or it can be a TIME-SLOT (i.e., Sunday morning from 9-12 noon, the witches are targeting the assemblies / local fellowships).

These are CURSES on TIME!
We need to UNDERSTAND how the enemy works - the TIMES that are setup to bring DESTRUCTION in our lives are actually the TIMES that GOD has set up and INTENDED for BLESSING to flow into our LIVES!

You were not born "blank" or without purpose - you were born with a timeline that was planned and purposed by GOD. There are places along this timeline that GOD has designed for you to take a leap forward - above and beyond what you have contributed - above and beyond your faith and obedience in walking in His Principles ... these specific times were designed by GOD to be leverage points for you.

However, the enemy also knows our timelines and the leverage places in our lives - and so tries to do everything he can to change those times of intended blessings ... into CURSES.

Whenever we find curses on TIME, we need to cleanse it in order to receive the blessing that GOD intended.

**Generational Curses on Time**

If you see a devouring pattern operating in your life, you need to ask if this is as a result of your own sin (doors you have opened) - or is it as a result of the sins of your forefathers?

It will be important to look back at your father's and mother's bloodline, and ask if there was any history where devastating things happened to them in a cyclical pattern. Examples include early death patterns, divorce, bankruptcy, rape/violent experiences, and so forth.

**Practical Application:**

1. Repenting of the sin and a cleansing of time needs to take place.
2. Time clocks need to be broken with the Hammer of the Word. The cleansing needs to then be brought forward to the current time, to your covenant spouse (if you're married), as well as to your physical and spiritual seed, to a thousand generations.
3. Then you speak and release BLESSINGS over your life/family, into your current time.

**A Change in lifestyle MUST be IMPLEMENTED:**

Only praying the prayers of repentance/renunciation will NOT bring complete change, even if you pray them 100 times over!
**NOTE!!**

For every sin there is a virtue - for every wrong behaviour there is a right behaviour.

You need to find out what your calling is from ABBA FATHER - this requires voluntarily embracing some kind of pain to be able to get the results that you need.

If you are serious about receiving the blessing that is due you, and that the curses on time be reversed to blessings ... you need to work through the renunciation prayers (repentance) - get rid of the generational sins, and own your own sins and see how you came in agreement with the sins of your forefathers.

You will need to repent and deal with your own sins - however, you will then NEED to start living a lifestyle of acting in the opposite spirit. It could take quite some time to form a lifestyle of living according to GOD’s Principles - maybe even fasting and prayer will be necessary to enforce this GODLY lifestyle in your life!

But you will NEED to embrace this lifestyle ... embrace the pain that is necessary to pursue your calling - then you will be able to breakthrough to receive every kind of blessing GOD has designed for you to receive during specific seasons. It requires a lifestyle change of doing the works of righteousness that is the opposite of the iniquity.

**ROUTINE Cleansing of Time:**

We see examples in Scripture, of ROUTINE cleansing of time - such as:

- "Give us TODAY our DAILY bread ... "
- "His Mercies and Loving-Kindness are new every DAY ... "

**PRACTICAL Steps in Cleansing Time**

When cleansing time, one needs to look at FOUR different areas:

- Bloodline
- Marriage Line
- Adoptive Line
- Covenant Line (any organization)
And ask GOD to cleanse the time of FIVE things:

- Sin, rebellion and iniquity.
- Rebellion.
- Iniquity.
- Trauma.
- All unGODLY covenants.

Then we ask GOD to release all the BLESSINGS that He intended to flow to us at that time / day.

**SPACE and TIME**

GOD defines the DIMENSIONS within which He operates with us, and where we will be BLESSED as TWO boundaries - (1) SPACE and (2) TIME.

**Space**

1. The FIRST space set out is the GARDEN.
2. After the FALL, we see the boundary stones are set out by the Ten Commandments.
3. In Messiah, we see the boundary stones are WRITTEN on our HEARTS - we become Living Tabernacles of set-apart space.

**Time**

1. In the GARDEN, time is set out as meeting with GOD in the cool of the DAY.
2. GOD also sets apart the Seventh Day
3. as HOLY:

   **Genesis 2:2-3** "And on the seventh day God ended His Work which He had done; and He rested on the seventh day from all His Work which He had done. And God blessed (spoke good of) the seventh day, set it apart as His own, and hallowed it, because on it God rested from all His Work which He had created and done.

After the EXODUS, time is defined by the FEASTS of GOD, including the Sabbath. It is during the FEASTS, that the heavens are OPENED for a SPECIFIC breakthrough, related to that particular Feast.
In science we have $E = MC^2$. In the Bible, if we stay WITHIN the bounds of the Covenant (SPACE), and observe GOD's Feasts (TIME) ... then the POWER of the Holy Spirit will be "squared" and at its GREATEST!

**Understanding EMOTIONAL Pain and TIME CURSES**

Our hearts can be described as "emotional tanks". The emotional wounds/pain of childhood are like stones, that get dropped in our hearts, displacing joy/life. We know that there are significant stages in childhood and maturity:

- Birth
- Bar / Bat Mitzvah
- Thirty Years (Priestly Anointing)

Curses can be placed on certain time periods / days / cycles of our lives. "Father Time" (the Grim Reaper) operates within these time curses, to bring oppression and destruction.
CLEANSING Time and Space

GOD commands us to be HOLY as He is Holy ... but what does this mean?

Let's look at what GOD set APART and called HOLY in Scripture …

What GOD calls HOLY

1. As we've seen, one of the FIRST things GOD calls HOLY is the Seventh Day - that is, TIME.
2. In the account of Moses and the BURNING BUSH, GOD tells Moses he is standing on holy GROUND - that is, LAND.
3. The TABERNACLE was set-apart as HOLY, including all the UTENSILS within its BOUNDARIES - that is, SPACE.
4. And we see MANKIND - the Office of PRIEST and High PRIEST - is also set-apart as HOLY.

We see TWO key areas that are set-apart and holy are TIME and LAND (space).

This principle applies to deliverance and ministry. If a person has sticky ATTACHMENTS to defiled TIME, or sticky ATTACHMENTS to defiled LAND ... 

It will be DIFFICULT for them to walk in FULL healing and DELIVERANCE ... if their UnGODLY attachments to TIME and LAND are not cleansed TRAUMA-bond attachments to TIME and LAND (space) will need to be DEALT WITH.

If you see a devouring pattern operating in your life, you need to ask if this is as a result of your own sin (doors you have opened) - or is it as a result of the sins of your forefathers?

It will be important to look back at your father's and mother's bloodline, and ask if there was any history where devastating things happened to them in a cyclical pattern. Examples include early death patterns, divorce, bankruptcy, rape/violent experiences, and so forth.
Some examples of how I can be out of GOD's timing for my life.

The following special days are commencement days of new seasons in your life:

- Conception - when Time Gates are opened and the Books are opened and your purpose and destiny is read over your life by an angel of the Lord.
- Birthdays
- Wedding Anniversaries
- C-section births, dates planned and set up by doctor for convenience as well as induction of birth of baby.
- Time clocks set up by the demonic kingdom for children to be born on certain high days to fulfil a demonic agenda set up by the sins of the forefathers.

It is very important to pray through the Gates of Time leading into these personal seasons that signal a new cycle of activities that are crucial to your well-being.

Prayer to realign with GOD's Times and Seasons

Father, we come boldly before Your Throne of Grace to present You with this prayer for freedom from all bondages with TIME. We dress ourselves in Your Armour according to Ephesians 6 and take up the weapons You have given us to fight against the enemy of our souls.

We now go in the spirit to the gates of time where all the clocks are kept which are keeping us bound to the demonic covenants made by our forefathers through all the generations.

In the Almighty Name of Y'shua, we now take authority over Chronos who is the gatekeeper and strongman over these clocks - we bind him and declare that he will release the time clocks that belong to our family line - we strip him of all authority and power that he has had over these clocks belonging to our family line.

We now unhook our family line from the Twelve Pillars of the Zodiac which are the Principalities that rule the second heavens - we declare that these twelve pillars will not have any more control over me or my family - past, present and future.
FATHER, on behalf of myself and my family line, I renounce and repent for rejecting Your Timing and taking timing into our own hands. I repent for all those who used devices as a method of unGODLY time control including sundials, hourglasses, pendulums, stopwatches, charms, amulets, talismans, clothing or any other unGODLY device - past, present and future.

On behalf of my family line, and myself, I renounce and repent for worshipping time instead of worshipping the GOD Most High Who holds time in His Hands.

FATHER, on behalf of myself and my generational line, I renounce and repent for all who attempted to control, bend, or warp time - for all who tried to control time for their own purposes and for all who attempted to travel through time to change and manipulate their own lives or the lives of others.

FATHER, please disconnect my family line from any unGODLY time clocks.

Please disconnect me from all unGODLY magnetic fields of the land that seek to control my body, soul and spirit clock, and please disconnect me from any unGODLY time.

Please remove any unGODLY connection and rhythm to Greenwich.

FATHER, please break any connection between any unGODLY priest of time and me.

Please break all spirit and soul ties between me and any false or unGODLY fathers or mothers, grandfathers or grandmothers of time.

FATHER, please break any connection between any time lords and me.

FATHER, I renounce and repent on behalf of myself and those in my generational line for any agreements that were made with the grim reaper who we believed came when it was time to die.

FATHER, please remove any connection between unGODLY clock-faces and my physical and spiritual senses.

Please break, shatter, cut off, and destroy the connectors between unGodly clock-faces and my eyes, ears, mouth, nose, and hands.
Father, I bring before You every indicator of time on a clock - the date calendar, the numbers 1-12, the hour hand, the second hand, as well as every tick-tick of every milli-second. I ask You to please go back in time in my life (GOD is not bound by time - He is outside of time) - please apply Your Blood to every trauma and sin that has ever happened in the life of my family and my own life - cancel all legal rights of the enemy on my life to keep me in captivity with this prayer of repentance for not honouring You with our life on earth - the days of our life that You have ordained and purposed for us to live.

Father, please forgive us for using our time to glorify satan in whatever way - living our lives in our own way and not realising that life is a GIFT.

We ask forgiveness for not choosing life at all times - for speaking and thinking words of death and even having suicidal thoughts. We now choose LIFE - LACHAIM!

Please remove unGODLY pendulums so that I may be correctly balanced in Your Time.

FATHER please remove unGODLY clock-faces and replace them with Your Righteous Clock-Face.

Please cause the hands of the clock to move according to Your Time and bring my body, soul and spirit clock back into Your control and nobody else's.

Please establish the correct time, so that confusion, lack of self-awareness, and loss of time will not occur.

FATHER please stop the deceleration of my body, soul and spirit clock and restore me to GODLY acceleration.

FATHER, I renounce and repent on behalf of myself and those in my generational line who spoke word curses to do with time against themselves and others.

FATHER, I repent for lies about time to myself and to others - I repent for believing or saying that we were "living on borrowed time", "out of time", or "walking on the sands of time".

I repent of saying of myself and anyone else that our "time is" or "was running out" .

I declare the Truth that as a believer in Messiah my time is not up and will never be up.
FATHER please remove from above my head any unGODLY hourglasses.

Father, I bring before You any time capsules where my family or I have been trapped in - I bring before You the locks and and keys that have been used by the enemy who is acting like a jail keeper over us - Father, we repent for giving the enemy legal right to lock us away in any time capsule!

Now we ask You to come and set us free from every time capsule prison - take the keys of the Kingdom and unlock us from every prison which is holding us captive to certain times and events and places in the spirit! Break open and destroy with Your Fire every lock and key that it will never again be able to be used against my family or myself.

I am seated in Heavenly places and will live for eternity.

I choose to believe that whoever believes in You shall not die but have eternal life. I declare my eternal timeline and nature in Messiah who lives forever and ever.

FATHER, please restore eternity to my heart and readjust it to beat with your Kairos Time. FATHER, please make Your Timing my timing and Your Seasons my seasons. FATHER, I ask that You give me a heart that is able to discern both time and judgment.

FATHER I declare the truth that You are the Aleph and Tav (Alpha and Omega). You are the One Who places eternity in the hearts of man. You are the Creator and Controller of time.

FATHER You are the One Who has written all the days of my life in Your Book. You knew them before even one came into being. You are the One Who has seen the beginning and the end, and I now choose to place my time into Your Hands. I choose now to believe and trust that Your Timing in my life is better than my timing.

FATHER, please apply Your Blood to the mechanisms, gears, and springs of my body, soul and spirit so that they will work as You have ordained and planned them to work. Please now anoint with oil all the parts of my body, soul and spirit clock. I choose now to step into Your Time for me and Your Excellent Glory.

FATHER please replace all/any unGODLY clock parts with GODLY clock parts so that the body clock that You have given me will click and move, synchronized with You in glory from now onwards.
FATHER, please unite my body, soul and spirit clock to You and the Body of Messiah, so that we will be synchronized and not go ahead of one another or ahead of You.

Please bring us collectively into right time.

Father, we ask You to translate us from the kingdom of darkness and the Gates of Time (Greenwich) to the Kingdom of our Lord and Messiah - Yeshua HaMaschiach. We declare that He is the Ruler of all our times and seasons.

We now release GOD's judgment-clock against our enemies!

We also pray against the demons who will try to pick up the smashed clocks as well as the smashed glass pieces and the grains of sand that carried the curses - (they will try to put the clocks and hourglasses together again and reestablish the cycles again). We bind every demon assigned who will to try to re-establish what has now been dismantled - we strip you of all power and authority and declare that the destruction is complete and everything is destroyed with GOD's Fire!

We tear the mantle of the officiating high priests and priestesses of time who were assigned in the spirit over our family line - they will not be able to EVER again stand at the demonic altars and gates of time and call out our family names to speak further curses over us - it is FINISHED!

I declare that all demonic seasons and times have now been broken - all drought and crop failures have been broken with showers of blessings!! We reverse every curse and change it into a blessing!!

I declare the JUBILEE YEAR of the Lord over our family and myself!

Restore me now fully to correct time with a Righteous body, soul and spirit clock.

We declare that everything we have prayed has now been sealed with the Blood of the Lamb!!

I ask all the above in the Almighty Name of Y'shua / Jesus!

AMEN!
PRIESTLY BLESSING

“Y’varekh’kha YHVH v’yishmerekha.
May YHVH bless you and keep you.

Ya’er YHVH panav eleikha vichunekka.
May YHVH make His Face shine on you and show you His favour.

Yissa YHVH panav eleikha v’yasem l’kha shalom.
May YHVH lift up His Face toward you and give you peace.

In this way they are to put My Name on the people of Israel, so that I will BLESS them.

Shalom